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After fat and protein now also
payment for lactose
FrieslandCampina, one of the largest
dairy processing companies in the
world, will start paying its dairy
farmers for lactose. This is unique
in Europe. In 2014 the new payment
system for the dairy cooperative
should commence. Dairy farmers
will receive a milk price based on
fat percent, protein and also on
lactose. The importance of this latter
component is increasing. Lactose is
an important ingredient for baby and
toddler food, for dairy drinks, and for
standardizing milk powder. Not only
the pharmaceutical industry, also food
companies are asking for lactose.
Financially protein continues to be
the most important component of
the milk price at FrieslandCampina,
followed by fat and lactose. The

Five daughter groups at
open house of AI Kampen
Breeding organization AI Kampen will
present five daughter groups at its
open house on Thursday, September
19. One of these groups will be by the
bull Zeedieker Dairymaster (Survivor x
Goldwyn), a bull with an excellent type
proof with a total score of 114 (udder
113, legs 107). The open house is at
Zeedieker Holsteins/Landbouwsluis at
the Dutch town of Genemuiden, where
Dairymaster was bred.
Besides a presentation of daughter
groups, also a corn demonstration
and a cattle judging competition as
well as a product presentation of
Landbouwsluis are planned. More
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ratio of protein, fat, lactose will be
10:5:1. Dairy farmers producing highpercentage milk will incur a slight
setback as compared to dairy farmers
producing low percentages.
In the beginning of the lactation cows
have a higher lactose percentage
than at the end. Two-year-olds have
more lactose in the milk than older
cows. Healthy udders also make a
contribution to a higher percentage.
A high lactose percent and a low
cell count go hand in hand. A higher
lactose percentage can be achieved via
the ration, but also via breeding. The
genetic background influences this
percentage, however, it is very much
a question whether dairy farmers
will take this into consideration when
choosing their bulls.
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Rick (s. Dairymaster), 2.00 in 260 days
6,658kg milk, 4.01% fat, 3.31% protein

info, also about the other four daughter
groups, at www.ki-kampen.nl.

Cow stays in pasture with sensor
for invisible hot fencing
Cows that roam freely in the pasture
without the field being fenced.
This is possible via virtual fencing.
The Dairy Campus in Leeuwarden,
which is testing new smart farming
technologies, will carry out a trial
with virtual fencing next year. Cows
will receive a sensor around the neck
which detects precisely how far the
animal is allowed to roam in the

field. If the cow comes too close to the
boundary, it will receive an electric
shock as with electric fencing. That
can be made ascending from a peep to
a vibration to a shock. The problem
is that the system requires sizable
batteries which the cows have to drag
along. Virtual fencing also makes it
possible to direct cows from one field
to the next.
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Column
Thrilling
In a treadmill the dry cows walked five kilometres each day for this trial

Pregnancy gymnastics
favorable for dry cows
Dry cows benefit from pregnancy
gymnastics. Body exercise has a
positive effect on the start of a
lactation. In addition, it contributes
to a negative energy balance. This
certainly applies to cows that are ‘too
fat’ with a body condition score over
3.5, which stand a higher incidence
of fatty liver syndrome and milk
fever. After calving out they develop
a fat percent in the liver which is
not as high as compared to cows
that had no exercise, research from
Wageningen University Livestock
Research has demonstrated. Twice
a day and for three quarters of

an hour each time, cows walked
circles in a treadmill as being used
in the horse industry. They walked
a total of 5 kilometres. The exercise
had no effect on more or less milk
production, but it did have an effect
on stimulation of fat mobilization
and liver metabolism which is
favorable for a healthy lactation. The
researcher Roselinde Goselink does
not expect that dairy farmers will
now buy a treadmill. They could take
measures allowing dry cows more
exercise by for instance not placing
feed and water close to each other
but at some distance instead.

Breeding took big step
ahead in ten years time
Dutch breeding has taken a big step
ahead in ten years time. This is the
result of a comparison carried out by
Sander de Roos, chief of the breeding
program of CRV. Last year the ten
most used bulls for black & white
had an average breeding value of 202

Alger Meekma

Laurenzo Lauri (s. Laurenzo), 3.07 in
305 days 11,335kg milk, 5.02% fat,
3.54% protein

NVI. Converted to the current NVI,
top bulls from ten years ago would
have scored 18 NVI with exceptions
like Laurenzo (117 NVI) and Dustin
(104 NVI). A progress of 164 NVI
points in ten years time comes from
a mix of improved production, type,
and health (particularly udder health).
For red & white the average, last
year, was 187 NVI, an improvement
of 149 points as compared to 2002.
And for red & white there were two
exceptions also: Stadel (154 NVI) and
Creylo (122 NVI).
Sander de Roos also looked at the
most important reason for culling at
Dutch dairy farms. Fertility or not
getting a cow pregnant is the
Nr. 1 reason, followed by mastitis or
a combination with high cell count.
Legs and hoof health are in third
place.

After a long winter and a cold spring,
summer has finally arrived in the
Netherlands. The first cutting of grass has
been harvested many weeks later than usual,
just like in many other parts of northwestern
Europe. It is quite a challenge to make good
quality silage for the winter season of this
grass, because it really has stood too long on
the land. This will make the feed situation
in this part of Europe thrilling, as is the
situation with respect to the export of heifers
for some time now too.
In addition, the Schmallenberg virus
continues to create problems. Not so
much for the presence of this virus in
the Netherlands and Europe, but rather
because of import restrictions imposed by
importing countries. As long as these import
restrictions are based on well-founded
scientific know-how that is no problem. But
unfortunately restrictions are also imposed
on other grounds. Even countries that have
been infected by the Schmallenberg virus
from the very start are now asking for strict
guarantees to prevent them from incurring
any risks. For us as exporting organization
this stance is not understandable. Still, the
interests of our industry are so substantial
that these import criteria will have to be met.
The heifers can be tested. The best and
safest advice is to import heifers from the
Netherlands that test sero-positive for the
Schmallenberg virus. These animals will
be protected for the virus for a long time,
probably for life. Stillborn calves have
always been there, and for many years
already. Schmallenberg causes only a small
percentage. When you look at the situation
from this perspective, you can make a better
assessment of the situation.
Fortunately there are also importing
countries that have cancelled previously
imposed import restrictions – the SBV
criteria – after receiving the available
scientific information. Hopefully this will
happen more often in the near future.
In the coming years Dutch milk production
is set to increase. There will be more room
for extra production. And this is thrilling
too, because dairymen will hold on to an
increasing number of animals. Rest assured
that there will always be heifers available
for export. Maybe the costs are a little higher
initially, but expectations are that this will be
short-lived. Veepro will certainly continue to
make its contribution here.
Reinoud van Gent,
General Manager Veepro
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Lowlands Redman (Fiction x Topspeed Gogo) surprised with a welldeveloped and dairy progeny group

Alex Arkink

Alex Arkink

Alex Arkink

CRV Koe Expo Show

Delta Atlantic (Ramos x O-Man) presented modern, self-managing two-yearolds with splendid type. Cows for the future

Progeny groups sho w
The modern cow has high lifetime production, is healthy, lives longer
and produces lots of milk with high percentages. At the Koe Expo Show,
breeding organization CRV showed that they have the bulls to breed
these modern cows.

Atlantic standard setting
How are the daughters of
Atlantic and Redman doing?

The expectations of thousands
of visitors to the Koe Expo
Show on June 22nd were
high-strung. They were
presented eight daughter
groups including first calvers
by Atlantic and Redman. With
their own eyes the audience
could see what these two
new giants have to offer. And
with their groups both made a
presentation that has not been
experienced for years in the
Netherlands. Two beautiful
groups that left nothing to
comment. They illustrate the
route Dutch breeding has
chosen for the future: Cows
that don’t require any farmer
attention and have high
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Promise for the future

With progeny groups of
the black & white bulls
Banker and Astro and the
red & whites Windstar and
Cherokee much more promise
for the future entered the
ring. Banker, a specialist
grass bull, showed a sound
and robust group. A nice
combination of Goldwyns
type and the persistent

Cherokee van de Peul (Fender x Goldwyn) came out with a group of
strong two-year-olds with strong legs and strong udders.

Alex Arkink

Lots of width in the group of Cricket (O-Man x Durham). The six welldeveloped daughters made a strong impression, but at the same time

longevity, good health, and a
high lifetime production with
high percentages.
Based on the breeding value
estimation Atlantic sires cows
that last one year longer for
longevity. And the daughter
group reflected this. The
group radiated robustness.
Self-managing cows, wellsized and with ideal rump
shape. The rear udders were
wide and snugly and highly
attached. His daughters
walked through the ring in
perky and supple fashion on
outstanding legs and perfect
feet, which are healthy too
(107 hoof health).
The five daughters of
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Alex Arkink

April was a boost for Dutch
breeding. In both the black
& white and red & white
rankings several newcomers
with outstanding numbers
made their debut. Never
before did a Dutch black
& white bull have such
a high first-crop proof as
Delta Atlantic (Ramos x
O-Man). And for red & white,
Lowlands Redman (Fiction x
Topspeed Gogo) is besting the
internationally sought-after
Kian and Fidelity.

Alex Arkink

The last index release of

Redman, the absolute leader
of the red & white index
ranking, were of a very
high level too. A surprising
group with nice, sufficiently
developed dairy two-yearolds with correct legs and
outstanding udders with
nicely placed teats. And
according to the production
proof these udders produce
lots of milk: 1252kg with
108kg fat and protein
(+0.09% protein). It looks like
they can easily handle their
production.

Alex Arkink

Alex Arkink

Alex Arkink

Robust, lengthy two-year-olds by HJR Windstar (Spencer x O-Man) with
super healthy feet, and udders that are very well suited for the robot

Delta Astro (Goldwyn x O-Man) showed large two-year-olds with top
type. In spite of their size the total pattern was well-balanced

o w the modern cow

feet & legs (110), and latematurity. Kian is no longer
in production and was culled
this summer.

Cricket and Fidelity

Delta Fidelity (Kian x Lightning) had nine daughters in the ring that excelled with their rock-solid legs on which
they tracked very well.

farmer cows of the Mascol dam.
Astro also is a Goldwyn son
(mgs. O-Man) whose daughters
showed top type. Large twoyear-olds that are well-balanced
with wide front-ends and long
ribs and the best udders of the
day. The red & white Windstar
(Spencer x O-Man) came out
with a nice robust progeny
group with lengthy daughters

that had nice long rumps
and nicely shaped udders,
outstanding for the robot. The
fourth newcomer, Cherokee
(Fender x Goldwyn), comes
from a cow family (Massia)
which already has five bulls
on the active red & white sire
line-up. A nice consistent group
with very good feet & legs and
strong udders.

The group of Newhouse Banker (Goldwyn x Mascol) showed a nice
combination of type and farmer cows

In the red & white groups
there were also several
black & white daughters,
which shows that black &
white breeders are utilizing
the good genetic progress
red & white bulls offer
nowadays. This started
with Kian, the first red &
white bull with 1 million
units of semen, who became
extremely popular with
both black & white and red
& white thanks to his high
protein (+0.27%), excellent

The finale was for Cricket
and Fidelity, who both
already made an international
reputation as top-quality
proven sires. They presented
2nd crop daughters and these
were a pleasure to the eyes.
Fidelity – “the best Dutch red
& white bull ever” the speaker
said enthusiastically – had
nine consistent daughters
enter the ring. Every single
one of them was a vital twoyear-old who lived up to
the fame of the Kian son’s
feet & legs composite (116).
Hard as a rock with excellent
locomotion. The rear udder
was remarkably wide with
strong ligaments.
Cricket, “the best O-Man son
in the world” according to the
speaker, showed six 2nd crop
daughters. Well-developed,
large and young-looking twoyear-olds with lots of width.
They radiated lots of milk. l

Alex Arkink

Alex Arkink

Massive interest for show
Cattle breeding in the Netherlands is enjoying massive interest.
For the 6,000 visitors – a record – at the Koe Expo Show, on
June 22nd, there was a lot to enjoy. They saw a wonderful
presentation of progeny groups plus a high-calibre individual
show.
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Background

Super fast results with
polled breeding

Internationally demand for polled bulls is

increasing fast. And the Netherlands is getting
into the game. There are now several top red &
white bulls available that sire polled offspring.
Black & white is set to follow.

Breeding organization

CRV has started a specific
breeding program for polled
genetics and the results are
now forthcoming. Things are
moving super fast. For red &
white 30% of all the matings
are now with parents of
which one or both transmit
polled offspring. This means
that between 15 and 20
percent of the young bulls
sampled at CRV will possess
the gene that produces polled
offspring. Marcel Fox, who
coordinates the breeding
program, predicts that black
& whites will follow. ”In

that program we are in the
starting phase. Within one to
two generations we will also
have a number of polled bulls
available that are competitive
with the top.”

One gene

Genetically it is quite simple
to breed polled offspring,
certainly now that DNA
testing makes it easy to
quickly detect the polled gene.
Being polled is determined
by one gene (P). The gene
is dominant. If a bull is
homozygotous for this gene
(PP) and is mated to a cow

that is no carrier of this
trait, 100% of the offspring
will still be polled. If a bull
is heterozygotous for this
trait (pP), 50% of the born
offspring in this case will be
born polled. In the sire lineups this can be found through
the designation of ‘PP’
(homozygotous) or ‘P’ behind
the name of the bull.

Same level

In the past the problem
was that polled bulls were
inferior for other important
characteristics. The breeding
program of CRV has been
designed to combine polled
genes with progress for other
traits. And successfully so.
According to Marcel Fox the
genetic level of young polled
red & white bulls is the same
as the level of conventional
red & white bulls. The eight
polled AI bulls that were
born last year and will soon
be sampled have an average

De Vrendt Janine P (s. Lawn Boy,
a polled sire), 2.06 in 305 days,
8,929kg milk, 4.16% fat,
3.68% protein
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genomic breeding value of 235
NVI, while the group of other
young bulls from the same
year have an average of 227
NVI points. In other words,
there is barely any difference.
In the active sire line-up
there now are a number of
polled red & white genomic
bulls available that match
other bulls. In August, Fasna
Asterix P (Lawn Boy x Delta
Canvas) will be the first to
get a breeding value based
on daughters. Based on his
genomic figures Asterix
is a bull that transmits
excellent milk production and
outstanding udders (111), high
longevity (+680 days) and
can be used on replacement
heifers (110 calving ease).

Animal welfare and costs

Animal welfare is an
important consideration to
choose for polled. Dehorning
a calf is a painful process.
In the Netherlands calves
need to be sedated. In some
countries there are subsidies
for animal welfare that
stimulate the use of polled
bulls. In addition, labor and
costs for dehorning calves
are an important argument.
Dehorning costs time and
money. If a dairyman has the
choice between comparable
bulls that will sire horns or
no horns, they will choose the
latter, Marcel Fox expects.
Depending on the bull offering
it is very well thinkable that
within a number of decades
the entire black & white and
red & white populations will
be free of horns. ”When the
polled gene is introduced
to top families, this trait
will spread very quickly.”
Government regulation, too,
may boost the use of polled
bulls. l
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Calendar girls

Fewer cattle
exported
Exports of breeding heifers fluctuate strongly.
So far, fewer cattle have been exported than

There are many beautiful cows
Veepro Holla
nd
in the Netherlands. Every year
and our beau qu
ty
eens
Wish you
Veepro Holland publishes a
a "moofully"
go
od
special calendar with a different
2013
‘Calender Girl’ for every month
of the year. In each issue the
editor introduces one or two
of them.
Two calendar girls this time:
The red & white Brook Marie
61 (by Classic) graces the
June section of the calendar
and another red & white, Aafke 261 (by
Maniac), who shines on the May page of the calendar.

Fie Oly 174
(s. Olympic)
Owner: VOF
Hanegraaf-Langens

, Maren-Kessel
Photo: E. Korsten

last year. From year to year these exports
differ (see table over the last years).

Russia

Especially exports to Russia
remain behind as compared
to 2011/2012 when more than
a quarter of all animals were
exported to that country.
Russia temporarily suspended
imports after imposing
veterinary restrictions, in
this case after a very small
outbreak of BVD. When this
Veepro Magazine went to
press it was not yet known
when exports to Russia would
be resumed. The expectation
is that thousands of heifers

will head in that direction
again soon.

These kinds of limitations
are often imposed in case
of a disease, as was the
case with Blue Tongue or
the Schmallenberg virus
in the past few years. The
Netherlands has been declared
officially free of these again.
Veepro Holland is working
hard with the Ministry and
Product Board for Cattle and
Meat to get these kind of
import restrictions removed
because Dutch breeding
cattle are in high esteem and
much sought-after. These
are exported the world over,
from Algeria to New Zealand
and from South Africa to
Hong Kong. There are about
30 different countries on the
export lists. Most heifers stay
in Europe with Rumania,
Great Britain, and Spain being
major export destinations.
Outside of Europe that is
Algeria this year. Last year
this was Russia. l

year

Brook Marie 61

Brook Marie 61 (Classic x Taco) is an awesome cow. In spite
of her young age she has a phenomenal honor roll already. In
2010 she became the red & white Junior Champion at the
All-Holland Dairy Show (NRM). Two years later Brook Marie
61 topped that by becoming Grand Champion of this national
show. This is exceptional. Her dam, Marie 55, won the
NRM-title in 2006. Brook Marie 61 is not only beautiful but
also very productive: 3.02 11,185kg milk with 4.34% fat
and 3.51% protein. There is a report on the farm of Hans
Puttenstein on page 13.

Aafke 261

Export fluctuates
In the table: the export of
breeding cattle by members
of Veepro Holland in the
period of September to
September. The members of
Veepro Holland handle the
majority of Dutch exports.

Elly Geverink

Entirely free

Alex Arkink

I

n the period from September
of last year to May of this year
member-exporters of Veepro
Holland have exported over
11,500 heifers abroad. This is
less than in the same period
last year. This is mostly due
to the fact that a number of
important countries have
imposed import limitations
restricting cattle from being
imported. When these
limitations are removed, the
numbers could instantly move
up quickly.

number

2009/2010
2010/2011
2011/2012
2012/until May 2013

31,647
42,800
23,007
11,502

Source: Veepro Holland

May’s calendar girl, Aafke 261, was photographed in her
2nd lactation. At the moment she was working on her 3rd
lactation, in which she is projected to 4.08 305 days 9,731kg
milk with 5.23% fat and 3.21% protein. Aafke 261, owned by
the partnership of Baak-Janmaat from Almelo, has splendid
type. She is classified VG-87 and is sired by Maniac van de
Peul, a bull transmitting daughters with lots of capacity and
great udders and legs. This results in a good breeding value
for longevity. Demand for this kind of cows is increasing
worldwide.
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Interview

Durable cow lives
one year longer

The Netherlands is the longevity champion. And breeding cooperative

CRV wants to substantially augment this status. In 2020 it is aiming
for cows that last one year longer, are healthier and produce milk in an
environmentally friendly way.

As one of the first breeding

organizations in the world,
CRV has published its vision
of durability. ”Everybody is
talking about durability, but
as a prominent player we
actually follow up on it,” CRV
director Ate Lindeboom says.
Why?
”We are an important player
in the international breeding
industry. This industry is
often associated with top
productions from cows which
are too demanding, and
therefore the cows don’t last
long. In society you notice we
are hitting the limits of social
acceptance. Our goals should
be to breed a healthy cow that
is long-lasting and produces
milk throughout her lifetime
in a socially responsible way.
This generates public support.”
The goals include healthier
udders, healthier legs, cleaner
and longer milk production,
and more efficient use of feed.
Expressed in numbers this
means: 10% less mastitis, 10%

less leg problems, 10% less
CO2 emission, 30% increased
lifetime production, and 10%
less feed use. And all this
within seven years.
Is there no conflict
of interest with milk
production?
”Production will stay level.
The point of departure here is
that kilograms of fat, protein
and lactose will stay at least
the same. It is important for
the lifetime production per
cow to go up considerably, by
30%, through good health and
longevity. With an average
of 30,000kg per cow the
Netherlands internationally
is at the top already. By
increasing longevity with a
year, we can go to 40,000kg
lifetime production per
cow. This is very appealing
to the dairyman, because
he can produce milk much
more efficiently. That is
also possible because he
can spread the replacement
raising costs over more
kilograms of milk.”

A fantastic example of longevity in combination with high milk
production: three cows with more than 10,000kg fat and protein each

Longevity has been
reasonably stable the last
few years. It has to go up
considerably. How does
CRV want to achieve this?
”In two ways. By stringently
selecting for longevity we
can take a big genetic step
ahead genetically. Genomics
assist in speeding up that
process. Health improvement
also plays an important role.
But we will also assist our
member dairy farmers in
achieving this higher longevity
in practice. It has to be
worthwhile for them to make
cows last longer. We offer
management tools for this. We
can also offer, for example,
benchmarking figures from
other comparative companies,
that score well with the age
of their cows. Part of the
process also is awareness. I
have the feeling dairymen are
not giving this subject enough
attention yet. We also want
to look into whether we can
predict longevity even better,
and herewith increase it. A
scientist from the university
will conduct research to find
out more.”
When will the first results
from increased longevity
be noticeable?
”Next year. We need to offer
bulls that improve longevity
with 30 to 40 days extra as
compared to the current
average. As compared to the
current breeding values we
eventually want 750 days
extra longevity.”
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Ate Lindeboom (63) is executive
director
Jan Ceesoperations
Vogelaar and
development
Is there still room
at the
for
breeding
impro
cooperative
vement?n will
CRV.
it He
be manages
published
the
Whenit
breeding
be lished
program
n willofitCRV,
be
development
published Whenit
of info
beproducts,
lished n
research
will it beand
publishe
innovation, and
global marketing.

One noteworthy aim is
to lower CO2 emission by
10%.
”An efficiently producing
cow with an increased
longevity will automatically
result in reduced emission of
greenhouse gasses. We want
to head towards a breeding
value for CO2. There are
bulls that score well for this
characteristic. For the dairy
industry this is interesting
as well. They will be able
to label the milk packaging
with the CO2 gains of that
milk. We want to involve
the other parties in the dairy
chain in achieving increased
durability anyhow. With the
feed industry, for instance,
we want to see how we can
increase the efficiency of
lifetime production totals via
reformulated feed. You have
to take into account nutrition
during the raising period as
well.”
Will durability become a
unique selling point for
Dutch breeding?
”Internationally we are at
the forefront of this field
already. Our vision is futureoriented. A quickly increasing
world population needs to
be fed. That is a tremendous
challenge for the entire dairy
industry. And we want to do
this with a durable cow that
produces milk efficiently. This
cow is healthy by definition.
We want to distinguish
ourselves in the international
market this way.” l
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Red and white indexes

Fantastic debut for
Lowlands Redman
Lowlands Redman (Fiction x Topspeed Gogo) overwhelms everything
and everybody with a fantastic debut in the red & white bull index
list. He instantly grabs the Nr. 1 position. The Fiction son transmits an
extremely high number of kilos fat and protein: +108kg.

With Redman the

Netherlands welcomes a starlike red & white top bull. He
inherits the high production
proof from his sire, the
black & white red factor bull
Fiction: +1252kg milk with a
plus for protein (+0.09%) good
for +52kg protein. There is
not a single red & white bull
that matches up to this. For
the Dutch dairyman Redman
generates a plus of 348 euro
net milk revenues. But he has
more potential: nice plusses
for longevity (+499 days),
108 for udders, 103 for udder
health, 102 for hoof health,
and also 108 for calving ease.
An extra plus is that Redman
is an outcross bull.
Upon making his debut
he surpasses two other
top bulls, Topspeed Kodak
picture 1

(Kevin x Stadel) and Delta
Fidelity (Kian x Lightning).
Fidelity, now with 8200
daughters, has made a
unique accomplishment. He
adds one point to his feet
& legs composite for the
unprecedented high rating
of 116. He also has 109 for
udders and when adding
the +0.19% for protein and
+841kg milk, it becomes clear
why Fidelity is immensely
popular nationally as well as
internationally.

Newcomers

Apart from Redman, some
more newcomers emerged
in the top of the ranking. Hjr
Windstar (Spencer x O-Man)
settles in 4th place at his
debut. A sound proven bull
transmitting nice production

Grietje 41 (s. Redman)
Production: 2.06 in 215 days, 5,976kg milk, 4,84% fat, 3,99% protein

(+784kg, +0.05% protein),
top longevity (+531 days),
outstanding feet & legs (109),
and outstanding udder health
(105) as well as hoof health
(104). He scores much better
for milking speed than his sire
Spencer.
The third newcomer is
Stouwdamshof Akron
(Manitas x Stadel) who
attracts attention with
great type (110 total score)
and emphasis on his udder
composite (109). In addition,
he has nice longevity (+501
days). The fourth newcomer is
Cherokee Van de Peul (Fender
x Goldwyn), a real protein
transmitter at +0.19%. He has
more qualities though, such
as a 108 rating for udders,
108 for feet & legs, 105 for
udder health, and +499 days
of longevity.
Lowlands Franklin (Mr
Burns x Taco) lives up to
expectations also with a
strongly improved second
run. He adds 23 points to his
NVI for a total of 196 points
and a position in the top
ranking. He is characterized
by outstanding milk
production figures (+831kg
milk and +75kg fat and
protein) and a nice type proof:
106 udders, 106 legs, and 109
total score.

Alex Arkink

Remarkable climbers

Another remarkable climber is
Talentino (Talent x Kian) who
adds 29 points to his NVI for a
total of 186 points. Herewith

Table 1 tThe top 10 of the April
indexes of available red & white
sires sampled in the Netherlands
(source GES, April 2013)

name
Lowlands Redman
Topspeed Kodak
Delta Fidelity
Hjr Windstar
Lowlands Franklin
Stouwdamshof Akron
Cherokee Van De Peul
Talentino
Lowlands Klimmer
Maniac Van De Peul

picture 1

Table 2 tThe top 5 available
red & white sires ranked on
kg milk (GES, April 2013)

name
Delta Lilac
Lowlands Standard
Lowlands Leola
Lowlands Redman
Van De Peul Kylian

sire kg milk+
Canvas
2138
Jasper
2052
Canvas
1508
Fiction Rf 1252
Kian
1074

Table 3 t5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
red & white sires ranked on
total score (GES, April 2013)

name
Delta Fidelity
Talentino
Lowlands Lambiek
Ju Stefan
Delta Lilac

sire total score
Kian
112
Talent
112
Talent
111
Canvas
111
Canvas
111

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
red & white sires ranked on
longevity (GES, April 2013)

name
Heihoeve Arnold
Lowlands Lambiek
Topspeed Kodak
Toronto Red
Lowlands Klimmer

sire
longevity
Lightning
632
Talent
620
Kevin
598
Classic
586
Taco
578

The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI organizations that participate in Veepro
Holland (CRV, AI Kampen). Sires whose semen
is not available for export are not listed.

he moves up to the top. Talent
has a number of strengths
including +0.17% protein
(+41kg), no less than 110 for
udder composite as well as
108 for legs and +487 days of
longevity. He couples a score
of 104 for udder health to his
high udder composite. l
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sire
NVI
Fiction Rf 227
Kevin
222
Kian
216
Spencer
209
Mr Burns 196
Manitas
193
Fender
193
Talent
186
Taco
177
Royalist
168
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Foreign farm visit

Brothers want an
invisible cow

One of every eight cows owned by the Kavanagh brothers in Northern

Ireland is of Dutch origin. Each year they purchase 15 to 20 Dutch heifers.
Together with their own young stock, they hope to double their herd to
between 450 and 500 cows in the next five years.

”W

e want an invisible cow.
One that you don’t hear or
see, but who quietly does her
work while producing lots of
milk with nice components.”
Brothers Vincent (46) and Pat
(48) Kavanagh from Nutts
Corner close to the Belfast
airport describe their ideal
cow. She not only has to be
invisible, but also needs to
produce 8,500kg milk with
high components and she
needs to last for at least five
or six lactations. They have
not yet reached these ideals
with their 240 milking cows
which average 8,200kg, 4%
fat and 3.45% protein with
a low somatic cell count of
160,000 and 3.8 lactations.
”But we are working on it.
Step by step. That is our goal.”

They are doing this with the
assistance of the breeding
program RMS and with the
purchase of Dutch heifers. ”We
want them especially because
of their high fat and protein
components. And the animals
are not extremely tall. Very
tall Holsteins do not work in
our housing system and in our
free stalls,” indicate the two
brothers. An additional quality
is that the Dutch cattle are
used to grass silage, just like
in Northern Ireland. ”It is not
the deciding factor, but a nice
attribute nevertheless.”

Better than average

John Howley, their agent
from Koersen Export, hears
it all with a smile on his face.
For years already, he has

The whole year, day and night the 240 cows stay in the free stalls
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been visiting the farm which
has been importing cattle
since 1992. In that year, the
government lifted the ban
on imports. The Kavanaghs:
”We started importing
immediately. To be honest, not
only for the genetics, but also
because of the price. At that
time, foreign cattle cost 25%
less than those at home.” Now
the price difference is much
smaller, but the brothers
gladly take Dutch heifers.
”They have a real drive to
produce, which they have
proven on our farm. Not every
purchase, but overall they are
better than average.” The two
also appreciate the longevity,
an aspect which receives
special attention in breeding,
just like feet and legs, which is

Vincent (l) and Pat Kavanagh
in Northern Ireland are really
entrepreneurs. “Nevertheless, we have
the most affinity to the dairy operation”

important because their cows
are inside all day. They do not
do the breeding themselves,
but hire an expert, who also
takes care of inseminations
(1.55 straws per cow). He uses
the computer program to select
ten bulls that match the best.
The brothers reduce this to
five, which are used on the
farm. The Dutch top sire Lord
Lily was among them.

Finally it is dry

They are extremely busy.
Finally there are a few
dry days in the hilly, green
Northern Ireland, and they
can cut the almost 1000 acres
of grass (of the 1300 acres in
total). With the difficult spring,
everything is much later than
normal. It is one of several
consecutive years with poor
weather. It would be easy to
become discouraged, but the
Kavanagh brothers remain
positive. In that respect, they
have had their share. At the
beginning of this century, they
had brucellosis on their farm
which meant that all of the
cows had to be culled. For a
time, they were not allowed
to have any livestock. In
hindsight, that turned out to be
an opportunity. ”We had time
to start something else, which
is now a success. Otherwise
we never would have had
time for it.” It is a composting
operation that uses leftover
greens and waste from the
food industry to make 65,000
tons of compost annually.
Big business. And that is not
the only thing, because they
also take care of 1,000 head
of beef cattle, they have their
own slaughter facilities and
330 acres of cereal crops, and
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Spotlight on

Northern Ireland

Delta Atlantic

Alger Meekma

also do custom work. In total,
they have 15 employees.
”Nevertheless, we find the
dairy operation the main
enterprise. We have the most
affinity to it.”

Expand with new barn

With an eye on the
discontinuation of dairy quota
in 2015, they want to expand
significantly to between 400
and 500 cows. For this, a
new barn is being built. ”If
you want to, you can now
already expand all at once.
Quota hardly costs anything
anymore. For a few thousand
English pounds, you can get
1 million kg. But we do not
want to go that fast, we prefer
more gradual expansion.
Then you are able to better
grow into it and have fewer
problems.” They have already
renovated the milking parlour
and expanded to anticipate
doubling the herd: a 72-unit
swingover, so that 36 cows
can be milked at the same
time. They do this together
with a number of milkers.
The brothers are not
dissatisfied with the current
milk price of almost 32
pennies per kg. Over the years,
it has been significantly lower,
which resulted in a lot of
dissatisfaction among farmers.
A significant number stopped
milking. Until Christmas, Pat
and Vincent Kavenagh expect
a milk price of 33 pennies.
And also in the future they
anticipate a good price. ”In
coming years, it will certainly
not cave in. For that, there is
more than enough demand
around the world,” is their
prognosis. An important
variable is the feed price,
of course. While they feed
their livestock a grass ration,
this is supplemented with
concentrate. l

Roosje 178 (s. Atlantic), 2.00 in 299 days 9,184kg milk, 4.09% fat,
3.62% protein

His name is indeed
most appropriate. That
is because his pedigree
connects the continents
separated by the Atlantic
Ocean: North America and
Europe.
The origin of his family is
to be found in the USA. But
this excellent cow family
has settled, developed
and blossomed for many
generations in France. His
dam Renate became famous
by being an unbelievable
source of more than 400
embryos in the Delta
Project. She herself
was imported into the
Netherlands as an embryo
from France. Renate (VG86)
is sired by the great O-Man
himself, without any doubt

the most influential sire of
the Holstein breed in the
last decade, not only in his
country of birth the USA
but also all over the world.
Renate’s dam Remarlinda
(EX90) is a daughter of
the best French sire of the
nineties Jocko Besne. In West
Europe Jocko sired several
great breeding sons like
Stol Joc and Roumare in
France and Paramount and
Jorryn in the Netherlands.
Jocko surely left his stamp
as a sire on this side of the
Atlantic Ocean. Further in the
pedigree of Atlantic we find
wellknown names of the past
like Blackstar (7 generations)
and even the old stalwart
Penstate Ivanhoe Star (9
generations).

The key to the overwhelming
success of Atlantic however
is not only his family of
dam’s side but also his own
sire Ramos. He was proven
originally in Germany but
his popularity increased as
the interest of the breeding
world focused more and
more on the importance
of healthy and fertile
cows. Ramos is definitely
a champion in this field.
Lifetime performance of
his daughters made him
famous.
The combination of Ramos
with the remarkable
cow family of RenateRemarlinda created great
promise. And so it worked.
Atlantic sires the cows of
the future with much better
production than Ramos
but with the same lifetime
duration and health. He
transmits good milk volume
with high components, but
is really superior in udder
shape, udder health and
legs and feet.
All the signs indicate a
long productive life of very
attractive cows. So all
the breeders were looking
forward to this summer
(June) when the progeny
group of Atlantic were
shown to the public at the
Koe Expo (see page 4 and
5). He fulfilled the great
expectations indeed.

Production index
kg
rpty milk
88
+609

%
fat
–0.07

%
prot.
+0,12

kg
fat
+20

kg
prot.
+32

Inet*
€186

longevity
+715

NVI
+297

calf
ease fertility
107
104

*milkmoney in euros

Conformation
frame
robustness
udder
feet & legs
total score

110
115
109
110
113
96

100

106
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cell
counts
105

112
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Dutch farm visit

Red & White Breeder of the Year

Look at cow families
in particular
Hans Puttenstein (43) is the Red & White Breeder of the Year in the
Netherlands. When selecting bulls he closely looks at the bull’s heritage.
Harrie van Leeuwen

Which strong cow families for type and production are behind the bull?
He chooses for a balanced cow.
Hans Puttenstein

Hans Puttenstein is super

proud of winning the Red &
White Breeder of the Year
title. ”It is recognition for my
way of breeding cattle,” the
dairyman smiles. The title
does not come out of the blue.
He has worked hard, for a
considerable number of years,
to bring red & white breeding
to the foreground. He does
this with his own cattle too.
His top cow, Brook Marie 61
(Poos Classic x Taco), won
the national title at the last
All-Holland Dairy Show
(NRM). Previously he was
very successful at a number
of shows with different cows
and continues to be. In the
pasture he proudly points
out his top animals. They do
not receive any preferential
treatment but have to
perform within the herd and
prove themselves as good
producers.

Lots of young stock

12
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Doortje 2370 (s. BevNick),
8.03 in 305 days 12,160kg milk,
4.38% fat, 3.81% protein

Harrie van Leeuwen

Brook Holsteins in
Kamperveen in the middle
of the Netherlands has a
total of 55 dairy cows and
70 head of young stock.
The latter number is double
the average. Part of these
are for replacements for
expansion of their own
herd, the remainder is sold
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Harrie van Leeuwen

Alger Meekma

domestically or for export and
makes for a distinct part of
the operation. Last year the
average milk production was
8,300kg which is about 700kg
less than previous years.
This is because he is quickly
replacing older cows with
two-year-olds to augment the
level of his herd. This younger
average age results in a
temporary lower production
average but the percentages
are considerably higher. At
4.47% fat and 3.68% protein
Hans Puttenstein’s average is
considerably higher than the
national average.
He is particularly focused on
protein, an aspect that weighs
heavily in his bull choice.
”My goal is a high milk price.
Lots of protein contributes to
this,” the dairyman notices.
In addition, udders are
extremely important to him
and he looks at cell count
and rump width too. For
udders he set a minimum
score of 110 for the bulls he
decides to use. In addition,
the performance of the
cow family where the bull
comes out of is important
too, especially in the field
of udder, cell count, legs,
production, and rump width.
If these families consist of
long-lasting cows with nice
open and long ribs, they
hold an advantage. This
means that those cows need
to be able to convert much
forage, which results in a
high milk yield. Bulls from
those families have it in
their genes and transmit that
too. This is where breeding
can result in optimum feed
utilization. ”Breeding allows
you to improve the economics
of your operation,” Hans
states in this context. He
considers focused breeding as
the foundation of any dairy
farming operation. Along with
good management this has
to generate good results. In
his operation this approach
resulted in very low health
costs of less than one euro
per 100kg milk including the
costs of all young stock and
medicine. ”Last year I only

Truus 3860 (s. Classic), 4.02 in 337 days, 10,507kg milk, 4.56% fat,
3.97% protein

had three cows I had to treat
with antibiotics for mastitis,”
is an example he uses to
illustrate this.

No large elephants

When Hans Puttenstein talks
about breeding and the ideal
cow the word balance is often
heard. A cow needs to be in
harmony and not too extreme
in any particular way. ”No
large elephants but cows
between 1.50 and 1.60 tall.
Nice open ribs and nice rump
angle with correct placements
of the thurls. An outstanding
udder and good legs. And it
is fine if a cows has some
muscularity,” he summarizes.
His NRM champion, Marie
61, approaches his ideal the
best (see photo on page 7
Calender Girls too). ”Black &
white Holsteins are too dairy
for my liking. I want cows
that show strength and have
a little more muscularity,” he
explains. And there is some
emotion involved here too.
”I have always been a red &
white breeder. Red & white is
in your genes.” Nevertheless,
there are a few black &
whites in the herd now.
Because of their dairyness
but also for stronger health of
the cows he sees herds switch
to cross-breeding Holsteins
with other strong breeds.
”That is not the right way.
Basically you are covering up
a management problem. You

can breed for health with
Red Holsteins really well.
With the crossbreds you
accept less milk production
while it is more milk you
want,” is his opinion.

Reliable numbers

He prefers bulls whose data
is very reliable. ”I prefer
to wait until the breeding
values have more than 90%
reliability,” he explains. This
means patiently waiting until
the second crop daughter
information becomes
available. ”With genomics you
start with a reliability of 70%.
This is still risky. Things can
work out quite differently
than expected. We have
seen a number of examples
already,” Hans Puttenstein
comments.
He is not against genomics
breeding but he prefers
soundness over speed. This
does not mean he does not
use a young bull once in a
while but it is not the rule of
thumb in his herd. He looks
at it as a small gamble and it
did generate his first proven
bull: Brook Red Expression,
a Jotan son from the NRM
champion Marie 61 (by
Classic). This bull is at his
own breeding organization
AI Kampen. There are more
breeding organizations,
both domestic as well as
international ones, that have
noticed the special herd of

this red & white breeder. The
high average of 85 points for
type classification including
seven EX cows means a
lot. He also owes this to his
champion cows. Sometimes
people are negative about
show-winning cows.
Beautiful animals but are they
capable of top production.
”Nonsense,” this top breeder
thinks. ”If you breed for
type, milk production will
follow. I cannot remember
any champions that did not
produce really well either.”
His Marie 61 is an example.
She produces 29% over herd
average. ”Type and production
should go hand in hand. And I
am providing the proof.”

Step by step

With focused breeding, a
close look at cow families,
but also through acquisitions,
he has increased the level
of his herd. For instance, at
one sale he purchased the
NRM champion of 2004,
Doortje 2370 (by Bevnick),
and Truus 3860 (by Classic).
Along with the Dientjes, a
family originally at the farm,
he now has four bloodlines in
his herd (the Massia bloodline
is also well represented)
with which they continue
to breed. ”Step by step we
try to make progress. It is
impossible to do this in one
big step.” In his bull selection
it is all about a mix of Dutch
and international bulls and
includes bulls like Classic,
Savard, Taco, Jotan, Acme,
Timon, Tequila, and Curtis as
well as their homebred bull
Red Expression.

Embryo transfer

Cattle sales are an important
source of income at 7 cents
per kg of milk right now. He
conscientiously tries to utilize
the high-quality herd for
selling young stock. For the
first time last year he carried
out embryo transfer on five of
his top cows. This resulted in
more than 100 embryos part
of which have been sold. This
makes him look forward for
more. l
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Black and white indexes

Delta Atlantic first
genomic bull as new Nr. 1
With Delta Atlantic (Ramos x O-Man) the

Netherlands welcomed a new top bull. Upon
making his debut the Ramos son instantly lands
the place on top of the index. He is the first
Dutch genomic bull to accomplish this.

bull show such high numbers
as Delta Atlantic. At +297
points he has the highest
NVI score a Dutch proven
bull ever achieved. Delta

Atlantic possesses a wide
range of attractive plus points
starting with a fantastic
type total score of 113. And a
nice combination of strength
(no less than 115 for dairy

Table 1 tThe top 11 of the April indexes of available black & white sires
sampled in the Netherlands (source GES, April 2013)

picture 1
picture 3
picture 2

picture 4

name
Delta Atlantic
Danillo
Blom Farm Award
Delta Persuader
Newhouse Banker
Slotboom's Pilot
Delta Astro
Lowlands Upgrade
De-Su Oman Goli
Delta Ammo
Ralma O-Man Cf Cricket

kg
kg
sire
milk+ fat+
Ramos
609
20
Goldwyn
641
31
Ramos
852
33
Mascol
683
6
Goldwyn
590
27
Mascol
686
24
Goldwyn
637
49
Paramount 1668
27
O Man
812
37
Goldwyn
1167
40
O Man
802
-4

kg
prot.+
32
26
25
28
20
25
32
49
26
31
20

Inet+
186
179
172
133
142
157
249
254
187
208
67

total
DU score
715
113
457
114
610
109
616
106
415
112
492
111
278
114
274
112
592
110
372
108
576
112

NVI
297
260
249
236
231
230
227
214
213
212
212
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Three Goldwyn sons

The other bulls to attract
attention this April index
release include three Goldwyn
sons who are making their
debut: Newhouse Banker
(+231 NVI), Delta Astro (+227
NVI) and Delta Ammo (+212
NVI). In all three it is easy to
see the strong characteristics
of sire Goldwyn: outstanding
type with top udder health.
Newhouse Banker (mgs
Mascol) is a sublime calving
ease bull (111). He has an ideal
total type score (112) and 111
for udders, along with 106
for udder health and 104 for
hoof health. Delta Astro (mgs
O-Man) scores even better for
type with a total score of no
less than 114. He sires massive
cows with lots of strength
(frame and dairy strength
both at 115). As an extra Astro
transmits strong plusses in
the percentages (+0.24% fat,

picture 2 Marie 651 (s. Banker), 2.01 in 154 days
4,624kg milk, 3.55% fat, 3.24% protein

Alex Arkink

picture 1
Barendonk Paulina 139 (s. Award), 2.03 in 100 days
3,743kg milk, 4.11% fat, 3.32% protein

points will find an outstanding
proven bull in Award. And as
an extra, Farm Award has the
red factor too, making him an
interesting candidate for red &
white breeders.

Alex Arkink

Never before did a Dutch

strength) and style (109 for
udder and 110 for legs). The
new Nr. 1 also adds strong
hoof health (107) and udder
health (105) plus high scores
for fertility (104) and calving
ease (106). From his sire
Ramos, the top black & white
longevity transmitter, he also
inherited a large number of
days of longevity: 715. His
daughters stay in the herds
almost a year longer than the
average. Health, strength,
and longevity ensure this.
He exceeds his sire with his
outstanding production proof,
with the +0.12% for protein
representing a welcome bonus.
Besides Delta Atlantic a second
Ramos son enters the top
ranking. Blom Farm Award
(mgs O-Man) makes a debut
at +249 NVI points. He excels
for consistency. Nowhere
does he miss a beat. A sound
production proof (+852kg)
and top longevity (610 days
extra) make him stand out.
His 109 for udders and 108 for
udder health attract even more
attention. Anyone who wants
to improve udder quality
along with many other plus
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5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
LHNJML GES "QSJM 

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
LHQSPUFJO GES "QSJM 

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
UPUBMTDPSF GES "QSJM 

5BCMFt5IFUPQBWBJMBCMF
CMBDLXIJUFTJSFTSBOLFEPO
GFFUMFHT GES "QSJM 

name
Delta Scarlet
Klassic Labron
Ladys-Manor Omen
Zani Bolton Leroy
Art-Acres Win 395
De Biesheuvel Benneton
Lowlands Upgrade

name
Delta Scarlet
De Biesheuvel Sunrise
De Biesheuvel Summit
Klassic Labron
Lowlands Upgrade
Southland Lincoln
Woudhoeve 1042 Impuls
Peeldijker Phantasy

name
Delta Astro
Zeedieker Dairymaster
Delta Atlantic
Molenkamp Andy
Havep Nano
Lowlands Upgrade
Newhouse Banker
Ralma O-Man Cf Cricket
De Bleuw Kindness

name
Dome's Navarro
Delta Atlantic
Delta Persuader
Delta Paramount
Dt Improver
Havep Nano

sire kg milk+
Canvas
2575
O Man
2209
O Man
1986
Bolton
1827
Winchester 1806
Support
1800
Paramount 1668

+0.11% protein, +81kg fat and
protein). Delta Ammo (mgs
Win 395) combines high
milk yield (+1,167kg) with
outstanding scores for udder
(110), udder health (104) and
calving ease (108). For all
functional traits he scores
100 or more. Another bull
with endless popularity is
the outcross bull Big Winner
(Win 395 x Lucky Leo) who
transmits soundness across the
board (scoring 100 or more for
everything) with top longevity
(+674 days) and strong plusses
for the percentages (+0.37%
fat and +0.18% protein). His
daughters are characterized
by strong late-maturity and
improving cell counts over the
lactations.

Sire of sons Mascol

Mascol also makes his mark
as a sire of sons. Worldwide
he may not be as well-known
as Goldwyn but he does sire
cows with a very high level
of farmer satisfaction. Real
healthy farmer cows that do

sire kg prot.+
Canvas
63
Jardin
60
Mascol
54
O Man
49
Paramount
49
Canvas
47
O Man
44
Fortune
44

not require much attention and
are long-lasting (+717 days
longevity). He also transmits
this longevity and health to
his sons. Delta Persuader (mgs
Dustin) is the top-ranking one
in the NVI list at +236 NVI.
An outstanding outcross bull
with a perfect legs composite
(110), super udder health
(108), outstanding hoof health
(104), high longevity (+616
days) as well as a plus for
protein (+0.05%). Slotboom’s
Pilot (mgs Jocko) continues
to climb the list thanks to 10
extra points for a total NVI of
+230. He is a master for type
(111 total score) with 109 for
udders. To this he adds 106 for
udder health and hoof health.
The brothers Het Broek Silver
and Het Broek Silky, who both
come from a Jocko dam, are
making their mark as Mascol
sons too. Silver’s top traits
include 111 for calving ease,
107 for udder health, +619
days longevity, and +1333kg
milk. Silky supersedes his

sire total score
Goldwyn
114
Survivor
114
Ramos
113
Goldwyn
113
Olympic
112
Paramount
112
Goldwyn
112
O Man
112
Shottle
112

brother for longevity (+652
days) and udder health (109).
And along with an udder
composite of 109 any dairy
farmer has the perfect udder
bull in Silky.

Upgrade

Lowlands Upgrade (Paramount
x Dustin) prolongs his top
debut in the ranking with
another plus of 22 points for
a total of +214 NVI points.
Herewith he settles in the
upper echelons of the ranking.
At +1668kg of milk he is
an outstanding production
transmitter with no less than
+49kg of protein. And that’s
not all. Upgrade excels with his
udder composite with a score
of 113 while he also improves
his feet & legs composite
with a score of 107. He sires
daughters that are a perfect fit
for the quota-free era starting
in the European Union in 2015.
The O-Man sons hold their
ground nicely in the upper
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name
Delta Malaga
Delta Atlantic
Big Winner
Het Broek Silky
Matchpoint
Het Broek Silver
Delta Persuader
Blom Farm Award

echelons of the ranking with
De-Su Oman Goli (mgs BW
Marshall) and Ralma Cf
Cricket (mgs Durham) being
the top ranking ones. Both
have wonderful type figures
(Cricket 112 total score and
Goli 110) with strong plusses
for milk production (both over
+800kg) and high longevity
(+592 days for Goli and +576
days for Cricket). l
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Alex Arkink

July
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sire
longevity
Jordan
745
Ramos
715
Win 395
674
Mascol
652
Jesther
643
Mascol
619
Mascol
616
Ramos
610

The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI organizations that participate in Veepro
Holland (CRV, AI Kampen). Sires whose semen is
not available for export are not listed.

Alger Meekma

picture 3
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sire feet & legs
Mascol
114
Ramos
110
Mascol
110
Jocko
109
O Man
109
Olympic
109
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Apina Massia (s. Asterix P), 2.01 in 85 days, 2,242kg milk, 5.57% fat, 3.63% protein
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